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COUNTERTOP REFRIGERATOR
Made of quality stainless steel 304, Furnotel under counter chillers & freezers series would be
the best to show the flexible character, glass door or stainless door, doors & drawer
combination, different size of the drawers, etc.
70mm thickness high density foam insulation provides excellent thermal insulation
performance.Using Dixell Thermostat, high standard in the industry, accurate and exact
temperature control, long service time. All with LED light, automatically lights up when door
opening.
The cassette system is developed both by Australian experts and domestic experts, which is
with patents intellectual property. Cooling unit can be fully removable, convenient for
maintenance. Ventilated cooling type, EBM fan imported from Germany to provide long
service life. On the top, well punching processing without burrs, gives elegant appearance
and ideal ventilation effect.
Whole product is welding-free design, which can avoid welding and polishing do harm to
rust resistance of stainless steel. Wide door frame with buried heating wire, prevent frost on
the door surface. Specially design of the heating wire is convenient for replacement.The
circuit of products is designed by European experts, adopted the quick union, labeling every
wire, easy to check and maintain.
When designing the interior of the machine, Furnotel undercounter chillers and freezers
always seek to a balance between beautiful appearance and convenience for users. Round
corners in the compartment is very easy for cleaning. Adjustable shelves can support up to
30 KG.All-out drawers facilitate to pull-out of drawers, easy for storing food; can put in a
G/N pan. COMPEX guide way from Italy, making running stable with high efficiency.
Stainless steel feet or castors (adjustable feet can change the height over uneven ground,
quality castors for easy moving). The replaceable backsplash and table to facilitate the
embedded mounting.
Control panel with punched air vents to strengthenthe ventilation cooling.Using Dixell
Thermostat, high standard in the industry, accurate and exact temperature control,long
service time than others.
The glass door type, with special foaming, no weldingand combining stainless steel door
frame.The glass door and foaming doors for freezer orchiller are completely replaceable to
increase theversatility of body and spare parts.Self-closing doors with magnetic
gaskets,remain motionless when it open in angles greater than 45 degrees.
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Undercounter Refrigerator Fancooling Chiller Undercounter
Refrigerator
with 2 Doors FRUC-1-1
Freezer with 2 Doors FRUC-1-2

Fancooling

Undercounter Refrigerator Fancooling Chiller Undercounter Refrigerator Freezer with 2
with 3 Doors FRUC-2-1
Doors FRUC-2-2

Commercial Refrigerator Under
Chiller with 4 Doors FRUC-3-1

Counter Commercial Refrigerator Under
Freezer with 4 Doors FRUC-3-2
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Undercounter Refrigerator Fancooling Chiller Undercounter Refrigerator Freezer with 2
with 2 Doors and Backsplash FRUC-4-1
Doors and Backsplash FRUC-4-2

Click here counter chillers & freezers to have a look at our other
products!
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